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Self-inflicted
gunshot wound
kills student
Missoula Police Department.
Dague jumped the counter,
Crime Reporter
demanding the pharmacist hand
Tragic events unfolded in a
over two different types of
matter of hours Sunday when a
painkillers, Neumayer said.
promising University of
When the pharmacist opened
Montana pharmacy student was the safe where the drugs were
arrested after robbing a
kept, Dague put down his peppharmacy with a can of Family and
per spray to reach in.
pepper spray, released
friends
The pharmacist grabbed
on bond and later com- remember
the pepper spray can and
mitted suicide as his
Dague’s hard a struggle ensued,
father stood nearby.
work, brilNeumayer said.
Missoula police said liance in
The pharmacist yelled
Nathan Dague, 24, of
aftermath of for help. Several
tragedy
Missoula, shot himself
employees came to his
in the chest with a high
aid, as well as two or
powered hunting rifle in the
three customers, Neumayer
driveway of his father’s home
said. The group was able to
on the 1800 block of Epsilon
restrain him until the police
Lane.
arrived.
Nathan Dague’s story puzDague was arrested for
zles his family
attempted roband has them
bery but posted
struggling for
bond and was
answers. Days
released at 6:46
before, Dague
p.m. Police have
was a straight
not yet deterA student at
mined who
the top of his
picked Dague up
class.
from jail, or the
The story of
events leading up
Nathan Dague
to Dague’s
neither begins
arrival at his
nor ends in the
father’s home an
matter of these
hour and a half
few hours.
later.
The chain
At 8:20 p.m.,
of events
Dague stood in
began Sunday
the driveway of
Nathan Dague
at 3 p.m.,
home pointing a
when Dague,
rifle at his chest. His father,
disguised in a hat and mask,
Rusty Dague, standing in the
entered the Safeway on
driveway a few feet from his
Reserve Street and approached
son, attempted to talk him out
the pharmacy counter with a
of pulling the trigger,
can of pepper spray wrapped in Neumayer said.
red duct tape, said Lt. Jim
See DAGUE, Page 8
Neumayer, detective for the

Chelsi Moy

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

Students pour out of class Monday afternoon in front of the School of Journalism. The number of out-of-state students fell short of administrators’ speculations and has put a half a million dollar dent in the University’s budget.

Enrollment fails to reach goals
Overprojecting shortfall leaves University
scrambling to cover $500,000 budget hole
Natalie Storey
Administration Reporter

Although fall enrollments
generally exceeded administrators’ expectations, the number
of out-of-state students missed
the mark by 144 students, leaving a $500,000 hole in the
University of Montana’s budget.
Administrators expected the
equivalent of 2,569 full-time,
out-of-state students to show
up for class this fall, but only
2,425 came, according to the
Office of Planning, Budget and
Analysis.
Because out-of-state tuition
is more expensive, out-of-state
students are the largest contributors to the $63 million
UM generates from tuition and

fees.
The most likely cause for
the discrepancy is the
University’s inability to predict economic factors that
influence students, said Frank
Matule, director of Enrollment
Services.
“A lot depends on the economy,” he said. “Many of these
things that happen are out of
our sphere of influence.”
Matule said potential students might have decided to go
to school in their own states
instead of coming to Montana
because it is cheaper to go to
school close to home. But he
said he doesn’t think UM has
an ongoing problem attracting
out-of-state students. “I think
we are highly competitive and
attractive.”

The $500,000 hole will be
filled by money from UM’s
contingency fund, said Rosie
Keller, associate vice president
for Administration and
Finance. The contingency fund
has about $1.5 million and is
used for unforseen expenses,
she said.
Administrators overprojected in-state-student enrollment
last semester, resulting in a
$400,000 shortfall.
Enrollment at UM increased
by the equivalent of 175 fulltime students to 11,563 students. Administrators say UM
has been able to accommodate
the extra students.
“They wouldn’t be here if
we didn’t have room,” Provost
Lois Muir said.
UM President George
Dennison said enrollment numbers are still within the
See SHORTFALL, Page 8

New program aids budding women scientists
$3.5 million UM PACE grant will provide
tenure-track positions for female researchers
Austin Modine
Kaimin Reporter

A new program aims to make
way for female scientists at the
University of Montana, and it
has the money to make it happen.
The UM Partnership for
Comprehensive Equity, or UM
PACE, will use a $3.5-million
grant provided by the National
Science Foundation and
$700,000 provided by UM to
attract qualified women to UM’s
science departments.
“Attracting good women scientists requires good recruitment
strategies,” said Penny Kukuk,

the program’s director.
“Retaining them requires mentoring and other support strategies. We want to make the
University of Montana the place
where women scientists want to
come and work.”
UM PACE will open three
tenure-track faculty positions for
women. The positions will be
available for any science departments that request new faculty
members. The positions will not
be opened until they are needed.
There are 145 tenured and
tenure-track faculty members in
UM’s science departments.
Tenure is employment security
given to faculty members who

have worked for a number of
years and have shown promise.
Out of the 145 faculty members
in the sciences, only 16 are
women — about 11 percent.
“The proposal for the grant
grew out of a partnership and
agreement among the faculty, the
dean, and upper-level administrators to try to address the situation of low numbers of women
faculty members,” Kukuk said.
“Especially compared to the
large numbers of women students.”
UM PACE hopes to use the
$4.2 million over five years to
offer competitive salaries to
qualified female applicants.
When a faculty position in a
science department opens up, the
department can apply to use
PACE’s grant money to offer

competitive pay.
“We’re not going to hire
women preferentially,” Kukuk
said. However, she added, “The
best women scientists are going
to be as good as the best men
scientists. There’s no question
about that.”
A mentoring program will be
included to provide support for
female faculty members. UM
PACE will also provide an annual three-day workshop emphasizing leadership. Each department
will also evaluate its own diversity policy under the program.
Kukuk said UM’s ratio of
male to female science faculty
members is slightly worse than
the ratio at other universities.
Because of this, the effectiveness of UM PACE will be a
model for universities in small,

rural communities.
“The situation for women in
science here is pretty reflective
of the situation nationally,”
Kukuk said. “And the situation
nationally isn’t good.”
Nancy Borgmann, a UM
PACE advisory board member,
also attributes the low number of
female faculty members in science departments to the
University’s inability to compete
financially.
“We do often get well-qualified women in the hiring pool,
just not many,” Borgmann said.
“But when we compete for those
women, so do other institutions.”
Borgmann said UM cannot
offer the same benefits as other
universities.
“If we’re not competitive
See PACE, Page 8
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Versus

Editorial

Fresh-meat logic
becomes smelly spat
Remember when you last applied for a job, had more than enough
relevant experience and were turned down?
Don’t feel bad. Your prospective employer probably just wanted
some “fresh meat,” not someone with veteran experience and interest
in the job.
But you shouldn’t worry about such a scenario, unless you’re
applying for an ASUM post, that is.
Last Wednesday, the student senate failed to rally a two-thirds
majority to appoint Alex Rosenleaf to a student-at-large position on
its interviewing committee for reasons baffling and fallacious.
Rosenleaf is an old hand with three years of experience as a student
senator, more than any student representative currently on the senate.
But such experience can be detrimental, according to senators including Sen. Emily Jones, who said student committees are in need of
“fresh meat.”
This logic seems so ASUM.
Yes, if Rosenleaf were in fact old meat, the solution would be
fresher, less smelly meat. But Rosenleaf isn’t a slab of T-bone. He is a
student interested in political and campus issues, a combination not
often found outside ASUM’s UC office.
I could understand the fresh-meat argument if Rosenleaf were out
of touch with campus issues, if he were going senile or if he had done
a shoddy job as ASUM senator before. But let’s get real, people. It
isn’t as if students are jostling to fill student-at-large positions, and
deciding whether to appoint someone with interest in ASUM issues
and experience to back it up isn’t a hard one to make.
Maybe there is another reason for not appointing Rosenleaf.
Maybe wanting a greenhorn on the interview committee is just a
shawl of deceit. Could it be that Rosenleaf didn’t get the OK because
some senators think he is that icky, yucky word? You know what I’m
talking about — liberal.
That’s Sen. Rob Welsh’s theory.
“There sits on the senate a bloc of conservatives,” Welsh said. “I
know that I have heard that they didn’t want Alex to be on the interview committee because he was too liberal.”
Sen. Jones’ reply: “It irritates me that Rob thinks that just because
my opinion differs from his means it must be partisan — because
that’s not true.”
Oh, the pettiness of it all.
Rosenleaf himself didn’t learn of his appointment strike down
until he picked up the Kaimin on Thursday. “I hate to think ASUM is
becoming that political,” he said in an interview Monday. President
Aaron Flint’s administration is more partisan than “any ASUM
administration I’ve ever seen,” Rosenleaf said.
And it seems this partisanship is leading toward a student government fearful of letting in experienced, liberal meat.
I just hope some senators wise up to this bogus meat metaphor
before reelection. Will those opposed to Rosenleaf’s experience hold
themselves to their own standards? I think not.
I can see the UC posters now.
“Vote for (insert name here) — the experienced senator.”

—Adam Weinacker, news editor

Help save our state’s forests
Column by

ment policies that have destroyed our lands.
Various federal reports conclude that 190 million
acres of western federal forest and rangeland need
treatment to reduce the looming risk of catastrophic
wildfire. How big is that, you ask? Well, for the
most part that is the size of New England. So, we
are forced to act. If we do nothing, the crisis facing
our nation will only get worse. Eventually, cataTom Figarelle
strophic wildfires will consume most of the West’s
For those of you who were in Montana this sum- national forests, leaving sterile soil in its path; no
mer, I do not need to tell you how incredibly smoky tree will regrow for years. It is nature’s way of
it was due to our wildfires. It was especially bad
clearing away dead and dying forests, a fact that
here in Missoula, where going outside for five minhas led some people to conclude we should simply
utes was like smoking a carton of
let these fires burn themselves out.
After the West watched
Camels. It was absolutely horrenLooking past this tree-hugging
approximately 7.1 million
dous. Not only were forests lost,
rhetoric, we must realize these
acres burn in 2002, or 11,000 fires are not “natural.” Fire ecolohomes burned and quality issues
square miles — which are
worsened, but there was also the
gists have repeatedly told us these
3,227 designated spotted owl blazes are burning well beyond
cost of the fires, which will be in
the tens of millions. I am certain
habitat circles for you issue- what’s called “the range of natural
we all pray this will never happen
happy liberals — we knew
variability.” Simply put, we are
again to our great state.
something must be done. This witnessing larger, more frequent
Fortunately, there is policy availis why the Western Governors’ and more destructive wildfires
able to ensure just this, and that is
Association, headed by Gov. than are natural.
the Healthy Forest Initiative.
We must realize that our
Judy Martz, worked with the
After the West watched approxadvanced society depends on its
administration to bring the
imately 7.1 million acres burn in
forests for many things other than
Healthy Forest Initiative
2002, or 11,000 square miles —
trees. Clean water, clean air and
forward.
which are 3,227 designated spotted
year-round recreation are all
owl habitat circles for you issuebyproducts of healthy forests.
happy liberals — we knew something must be
Nevertheless, some extremist environmental
done. This is why the Western Governors’
groups are quite comfortable with “doing nothing”
Association, headed by our Gov. Judy Martz,
about our wildfire crisis. One such group is the
worked with the administration to bring the initiaSierra Club with its incredibly asinine “Zero Cut”
tive forward.
campaign, a proposal to outlaw all harvesting, no
The Healthy Forest Restoration Act, which
matter the reason. The executive director of the
implements the initiative, has the support of 256
Sierra Club, Carl Pope, has even gone so far as to
Republicans and Democrats in Congress. The act,
say, “The Bush administration and allies in
which has passed the House, creates a more effiCongress are trying to fix a problem that doesn’t
cient administrative procedure for managing roughexist while ignoring the immediate need to protect
ly 20 million acres of at-risk federal lands. As part
communities from fire.” Is this guy nuts? I would
of the plan, federal agencies work with local govlike Mr. Pope to tell Montanans that fire is a probernments in finding ways to remove overgrowth
lem that does not exist. Besides, what does he have
that make our forests incredibly combustible. The
in mind to protect communities from fire? Give
administration wants to enable companies to clear
everyone a garden hose?
this overgrowth. This not only protects the forests,
Last year, 7.1 million acres were blackened or
but also provides jobs to a logging sector that has
destroyed, more than 8 million three years ago, and
seen an 80 percent drop-off in the last decade.
more than 57 million have burned since 1990. How
The most important part is that Montana’s forests many more acres and homes have to burn before
would be back in the hands of local communities,
people realize something must be done? Here is an
which have seen firsthand the impact of wildfires.
idea for you so-called “environmentalists.” If you
These communities have been an ignored voice for
actually care about nature, do more than just put
years, even though they have the know-how and
bumper stickers on your car. Put politics aside, and
experience to save our national forests from another
join the president in protecting our forests.
fire disaster and curtail past federal forest manage-

The MONTANA KAIMIN
welcomes your letters to the
editor and guest columns.
Please keep letters less than 300
words, and columns must be about
700 words.
Send both to letters@kaimin.org
Include your name, year and major, and phone
number.
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Weather
or not

Tuesday, September 30, 2003

Calendar of Events
for their achievements.

Wednesday, Oct. 1

High:
Low:

Grizzly Growl Pep Rally
8 p.m. — Front of Main Hall

Career Fair
9 a.m. - 3 p.m., UC Ballroom

77
42

Sunny

t’s been real nice lately. Maybe a little too nice. We’ll enjoy it
while we can, but mark our words: the better the weather, the
harder the fall. One day, 70 degrees and sunny. The next, 50
degrees and crispy. The next day, no more leaves on the trees and
the next, wet snow falling on the brown grass. Enjoy it while you
can, everyone. This show is going to get ugly someday.

I

Kaimin Weather - “We really do our own forecasts.”

The 15th Annual Career Fair matches students
up with jobs and volunteer positions.

Blood Drive
9 a.m. - 3 p.m., UC Third
Floor

Kaimintember

Public Land Conference
8 p.m. — North Urey
Lecture Hall

Take part in the Homecoming
Challenge. Call 543-6695 for more
info.

Former Oregon governor John
Kitzhaber delivers “Creating a
Society to Match our Scenery:
Resolving Natural Resource Conflicts in the 21st
Century.”

ASUM Senate
6 p.m., UC 332-333
Let slip the dogs of war.

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

Thursday, Oct. 2

Saturday, Oct. 4

Homecoming Art Fair
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. — UC Atrium

Homecoming Parade
10 a.m.

Live music and daily drawings for merchandise
certificates.

Homecoming Barbeque Dinner
5 p.m. - Outside the Lommasson Center
Dinner for all, you can use your meal plan.

Ask Adam
Ask your questions to Adam, and he’ll answer them.
Sample Questions:
-- What’s with the kiosks scattered around campus?
-- Is it true there is a ghost in Aber Hall?
--Who wrote last week’s Game Day Kaimin story?
-- Is my professor actually crazy, or is it just me?

Send your questions to editor@kaimin.org

Homecoming traditions abound: Singing on the
Steps, 2003 Royalty Ambassadors, Fight songs,
Lighting the M, cheerleaders, Monte and more.
Absolutely amazing UM spirit.

Wake up and celebrate the school’s “Set Your
Sights on Home” parade. Call 243-6439 with questions.

Tailgate Parties
11 a.m.
Several free tailgates for young and old alike.

Friday, Oct. 3

Football Game
1:05 p.m.

Distinguished Alumni Awards
6 p.m. - UC Ballroom
Some of UM’s most notable graduates awarded

The Grizzlies take on Cal Poly in the homecoming football game.

Items for the Kaimin Calendar of Events can be sent to editor@kaimin.org. The Kaimin does
not guarantee publication of all submissions.

15th Annual
Big Sky Career Fair
Workshops
Your Key to Success!
Career Services Information Table
Meet with a counselor 4—7 pm.
4—5 pm Internships Workshop
5—6 pm National Service in MT
6—7 pm Accounting Industry
with Galusha, Higgins & Galusha

6—7 pm

Marketing Industry
with Colleen Rudio, JCCS

Tuesday, September 30th
University Center, 332/333
Explore the possibilities… www.umt.edu/career

OWENS HEALTHCARE WILL BE
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS IN OCTOBER
Since 1957 Owens Healthcare has been committed to being a premier provider of
innovative healthcare solutions in the areas of home infusion, institutional pharmacy,
home medical equipment and community pharmacy. We are located in beautiful
Redding California near Whiskey Town and Shasta Lakes.

Come into any of our 14
locations in Montana and
Wyoming, show your valid
driver’s license and a
working wireless
phone… and we’ll
give you a hands
free device for
FREE regardless
of who your
carrier is or
where you bought
your phone.
There’s no purchase necessary.

Montana’s Largest Service Provider For:

We offer competitive benefits (medical/dental/vision), three weeks vacation plus six
days of sick leave, a matching 401(k) plan, paid bereavement and jury duty days,
seven paid holidays, life insurance and more. We will also assist you in paying for
your California Pharmacy Board Preparation.
Please stop by and visit our booth on Wednesday, October 1st at the Big Sky Career Fair
from 9:00am - 3:00pm.

We will also be on campus Thursday, October 2nd for one-on-one
interviews. If you wish an interview, please sign up with the Office of
Career Services or forward your resume to
tmontgomery@owesrx.com. You can also
contact Human Resources office for any
additional questions at (530) 246-1075.

Missoula

Missoula

Butte

907 E. Broadway

Trempers Shopping Center

1941 Harrison Ave.

829-1410

542-9555

732-4888

Other Store locations in Billings, Bozeman, Livingston, Great Falls,
Gillette WY and Sheridan WY
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Homecoming a party for all Regents give OK to
Kaimin Reporter

Nothing packs ‘em in like
Homecoming at the University of
Montana, said Bill Johnston, executive director of UM’s Alumni
Association.
When the annual celebration is
going on, “You can’t hardly get a
hotel room or a dinner reservation on
a Friday or Saturday night in this
town,” he said.
This weekend’s festivities give
the University a chance to connect
with the community and alumni from
all over, Johnston said. Many people
come for the football game, but UM
and the city of Missoula have more
to offer all week — including a barbecue, art fair, concerts and tailgate
parties — for people who get here
early, he said.
“It’s like a huge birthday party,”
said Johnston, who graduated from
UM in 1979 with a bachelor’s degree
in social work and sociology. He
earned his master’s degree here in
1991.
This year’s theme is “Set Your
Sights on Home,” and the grand marshals of Saturday’s parade are state
representative Nancy Fritz and her

husband Harry Fritz, a UM history
professor. The honorary marshals are
UM President George Dennison and
his wife Jane. Johnston said the
Fritzes were chosen because of
Nancy Fritz’s support of higher education and Harry Fritz’s knowledge
of the journey of Lewis and Clark,
which provides the theme for many
of the parade’s floats.
There are more than 120 floats
entered in Saturday’s parade. One of
them, made by the UM Staff Senate,
will convey a message about the
importance of the UM’s classified
staff and workers, said Beverly
Hawkins-Llewellyn, a UM internal
auditor and president of the Staff
Senate.
“Basically, what we want to do is
to show how many staff members
there are on campus,” she said. “If
the Legislature doesn’t start supporting us more, we will see further staff
reductions.”
The University takes advantage of
Homecoming to honor alumni who
have gone on to successful careers.
Attorney Gary L. Graham of
Missoula, a 1969 graduate of the law
school, is one of four men to receive
this year’s Distinguished Alumni
Award.

Graham said he looks forward to
Homecoming every year.
“I’ve been a big Grizzly fan, and
all of my children have been Grizzly
fans since they were big enough to
go to the games,” he said.
The football game is
Homecoming’s biggest draw,
Graham said, he also appreciates
cultural opportunities offered by the
UM, such as the Montana Repertory
Theatre and the Presidential Lecture
Series.
“They’re constantly bringing
things into Missoula that I really
enjoy,” he said.
Homecoming is as much for current students as it is for alumni,
Johnston said.
A float by UM’s Peer Advisors
will incorporate a baseball diamond
to show the many stages of college
life, said adviser Sarah Dorr, a junior
in business and communication studies.
Dorr, who has attended UM for
one year, said Homecoming will be a
new experience for her.
“To tell you the truth, I have
never been to it,” she said. “I transferred here last year and didn’t make
it, but I’m excited about my first
Homecoming in Missoula.”

Aside from our name, we’ve always been in favor of making
things simple. So contact us for smart, easy investment
techniques to help you reach your financial goals.

TIAA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776

Jesse Piedfort
Administration Reporter

University of Montana administrators are hoping land-mine-seeking bees will make some money,
not just honey.
The Montana Board of Regents
approved a licensing agreement
between a local company and the
University of Montana in what
could be the first step toward making honey bees a staple of
Montana’s economy.
The license, approved at the
regents meeting in Billings last
week, contains provisions for UM
to receive between 4 and 8 percent
of revenue generated by Bee Alert
Technology Inc., which uses bees
to seek out land mines.
“Just the land-mine detection
business alone could quickly
become an important Montana
business,” UM biology professor
Jerry Bromenshenk said.
The new technology has the
potential to save thousands of lives
and create hundreds of millions of
dollars per year in contracts for
land-mine surveys and mapping, he
said.
Bromenshenk, who co-founded
Bee Alert Technology with four
other UM employees, said Montana
could reap the economic benefits of
its research.
“One of our greatest challenges
stems from our success,”
Bromenshenk said. “We need to be
able to develop and provide these
technologies through Montana
firms, rather than see them appropriated by out-of-state firms.”
UM President George Dennison
has said making the University a

more significant contributor to the
Montana economy is one of his top
priorities.
Bee Alert Technology has been
conditioning bees to detect landmines for the past four years,
although the idea to train bees to
detect different scents has been
around for 30 years, Bromenshenk
said.
In addition to land-mine
detection, the researchers are working to improve crop productivity by
increasing the efficiency of bee pollination and beekeeping.
Meanwhile, a plan to create the
Northern Rockies Center for Space
Privatization at UM was removed
from the meeting’s agenda. The
center would have overseen a
number of research projects,
including several involving nanotechnology.
Dennison asked that the center
be removed from the agenda at the
meeting Thursday. The proposal
was accidentally put on the agenda.
Instead, there was supposed to be a
notice that the center was under
consideration.
The center will be a scholarly
and industrial-research center
offering undergraduate, graduate
and post-doctoral training in space
research. It will also assist in forming spin-off companies in the field
of space research.
Dennison said it is unclear
whether the new center should
instead be designated an office. An
office would allow the University
to collaborate with different organizations on the project, whereas a
center would be its own separate
entity on campus.

notice • • notice • •notice

This is to notify the public
that the top floor of the
parking garage will be

UNAVAILABLE
Wednesday, October 1st
due to the Big Sky Career Fair.

Sorry for the inconvenience.

•notice • notice •

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
THAT ARE CLEAR AND CONCISE
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN’T.

honey bee licensing

•notice • notice •

Fred Miller

•notice • notice • notice •

“JET” TO JAPAN FOR A YEAR!
JOIN THE JAPAN EXCHANGE & TEACHING PROGRAM

RECRUITERS @ THE BIG SKY FAIR TOMORROW!
Wednesday, October 1, 2003 University Center 9 am - 3 pm

APPLY NOW!– POSITIONS BEGIN JULY 2004
One Year Minimum Commitment:
July 2004 – July 2005

Positions:
Assistant Language Teacher,
Coordinator for International Relations

Remuneration/Benefits:
3,600,000 yen (approximately), Airfare (from pre-designated
cities), Housing assistance, Return Airfare (upon successful
completion of contract)

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

MUTUAL FUNDS

COLLEGE SAVINGS

TRUSTS

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute
securities products. For information and prospectuses, call (877) 518-9161. Read them carefully before investing.
© 2003 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10017

All applicants must obtain a BA/BS degree by 7/1/2004
Application Submission Deadline: December 5, 2003

FOR MORE INFORMATION & APPLICATION CONTACT:
Consulate-General of Japan – JET Program Office
601 Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle WA 98101
Phone: 206-682-9107 ext. 136 – email: jet@cgjapansea.org
www.seattle.us.emb-japan.go.jp
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Battle of the bulges breaks out Saturday
Brendan Leonard
Kaimin Reporter

Oiled abs and bulging biceps
were on display Saturday night at
the University Theatre as the sport
of bodybuilding returned to
Missoula after a 15-year hiatus.

24 drug-free athletes from
Montana and Washington showed
their stuff at the World Federation
of Natural Athletes 2003 Glacier
States Natural Bodybuilding,
Fitness & Figure Competition.
“These bodies up here are made
of hard work, proper diet — a lot

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

Guest poser, Terry Baldwin, flexes for the crowd at this past weekend’s World Federation of Natural Athletes 2003 Glacier States
Natural Bodybuilding, Fitness & Figure Competition.

of sweat, blood and tears,” emcee
Jody Wodehouse told the audience.
“But what do you care? You’re
only here to see good-looking people in skimpy clothing.”
WFNA contests such as the
Glacier States Natural are designed
to entertain the audience and provide a competitive platform for the
athletes. Props are encouraged, and
all posing routines are done to
music.
Nicole Murphy, who competed
in the women’s open class wearing
painted whiskers, a headband with
pink ears and a pink suit complete
with a 3-foot-long tail, posed to the
“Pink Panther” theme. Scott
Meacham, who flexed sporting a
derby and a cane and won the
novice men’s class, chose ZZ Top’s
“Sharp Dressed Man” to complement his routine.
“I’m out here wearing this,”
Meacham said, pointing to his
skimpy posing trunks. “What could
be better than ‘Sharp Dressed
Man’ when you’re wearing nothing?”
Cherri Schmaus of Kalispell
won the women’s overall title and
Alan Jacobs of Seattle took the
men’s overall. Lisa Pine, a merchandiser at Costco in Missoula,
took first place in the women’s fitness division. Joy Langley, a sophomore in the nursing program at
the UM, placed first in the
women’s figure class.
Langley said she’d like to compete in more competitions if she
could fit them in her schedule.
“If you do too many (competitions), you’re dieting too much,”

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

Leo Wiggins warms up backstage before competing in the men’s open
event. Wiggins works out at the Broadwater Downtown Athletic Club in
Clancy, Mont.

Langley said. “One a year is good.
open class.
Actually, I wanted to do the fitness
During training, athletes usually
competition with the routine, but I
consume 3,500 to 4,000 calories
didn’t have the time.”
per day, Maurer said, and during
The WFNA promotes drug-free
the 12 weeks leading up to the
bodybuilding and fitness competicompetition they follow a strict
tions, and promises to provide “a
diet, eating chicken breasts, rice,
truly even platform for all athletes
egg whites, protein drinks and vita1910
Brooks with
Streetconfidence.”
to
compete
mins. The athletes’
clean 7
diets,
OPEN
DAYS
Missoula, MT 59801
Athletes
entering WFNA
although healthy as healthy
can
A WEEK
competitions are given a lie-detecget, have their bad points,Located
Maurer
in
Holiday Village
tor
for drugs.
said.
Tel:test
406-829-8881
Shopping
Fax:Janice
406-728-6158
Maurer, founder of Twin
“If any of these guys
wentCenter
out
Tiger Productions and the producer right now and had a hamburger,
of Saturday night’s contest, said
they’d all have a stomach ache,”
performance-enhancing drugs are
Maurer said.
unnecessary for WFNA competiJason Kennedy, a mechanical
tors.
engineering graduate student at
“Why would
take steroids
University who
AllyouYou
CanMontana
Eat State
Buffet
when you can look like that?”
competed in the novice men’s diviin 8 attimes
& the
9th
is F R
E!
MaurerCome
said, pointing
the men’s
sion,
saidtime
he enjoyed
hisEpreparation for the contest.
“It’s a great lifestyle,” Kennedy
TH
said. “You’re in the weight room
lifting, you’re eating well; I’d
recommend it to anyone.”
Athletes competed in novice
men’s, women’s fitness, women’s
figure, men’s open, women’s open,
men’s overall and women’s overall
for a chance to appear in the
Seattle SuperNatural Pro-Am on
Oct. 10-11 in Seattle. The top three
finishers in each class in the
Glacier States Natural earned the
right to compete for a share of
$10,000 in prize money in the
SuperNatural.
Saturday night’s show featured
guest posers Terry Baldwin and
Kim Agnew. Baldwin owns
Baldwin Fitness Training in
Missoula and has won Mr.
Montana, Mr. Big Sky and Mr.
Rocky Mountain States titles.
Agnew is a Missoula resident and
has placed first or second in competitions such as Musclemania and
Rocky Mountain States. Baldwin
and Agnew performed together in a
mixed routine and each did a solo
routine.
College of Forestry & Conservation;
Plum Creek Lectures
Center for the Rocky Mountain West
“The last time I was here on
this stage was 1984,” Baldwin said
after his solo performance.
Maurer said she would like to
Unless otherwise specified, all events held in the
see bodybuilding come back to
Castles Center Arena, School of Law at the University of Montana.
Missoula on a permanent basis.
Friday, October 3rd
Thursday, October 2nd
Those who missed the 2003
Approaches and Solutions
Emerging Issues in Biodiversity
Glacier States Natural in Missoula
9:00-10:00 am
8:30-10:00 am
will have another chance, Maurer
ESA Litigation as a Behavior Regulator
Overview of the ESA and Future Issues
said.
10:15-11:45 am
10:15-11:15 am
“They’re still trying to get the
The ESA, Ecosystem Management and Collaborative The Role of Incentives and Collaborative
Programs
Conservation; Observations and Analysis
glitches out of the show,” Maurer
11:45-1:30 pm (lunch on your own)
11:15-1:00 pm (lunch on your own)
said. “There’s a lot of stuff for next
1:30-2:30 pm
1:00-2:30 pm
year that we’ll be improving,”
Cost-Benefit Analysis of Litigation vs. Collaboration: Corporate Perspectives on Incentive-Based
Jennifer Walrod, who paid
Alternatives
Grizzly Recovery as a Case Study
$26.50 to sit in the seventh row to
2:45-3:45 pm
2:45-4:45 pm
Comparisons in International Biodiversity
Legal, Political and Biological Implications of Wolf
watch her friend Lisa Pine compete
Protection
Delisting
in the women’s fitness division,
said she was impressed.
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION; The Honorable John A. Kitzhaber, Former Governor of Oregon
Creating a Society to Match our Scenery: Resolving Natural Resource Conflicts in the 21st Century
“I think there’s a pretty good
Thursday, October 2nd • 8:00 pm • North Urey Lecture Hall
turnout,” Walrod said. “I think
they’ll be back next year.”

27 ANNUAL
PUBLIC LAND
LAW CONFERENCE

The Endangered Species Act:
Regulatory and Incentive-Based
Alternatives in the West
OCTOBER 2-3, 2003
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Young Samson mighty in his big Griz debut
Myers Reece
Sports Reporter

Many Grizzly fans were surprised when
freshman quarterback Justin Hartman started
against the Idaho Vandals instead of junior
Jeff Disney on Saturday, but they were probably more shocked when a never-before-seen
player ran onto the field in Hartman’s place
wearing No. 85, a receiver’s number.
The surprises kept coming when this mystery quarterback, the smallest player on the
field, ran an option play on his first snap late
in the first quarter. Displaying lightningquick speed, he darted through the Idaho
defense for a first down.
Who is this 5-foot-8-inch, 165-pound enigma? He’s Kyle Samson, a true freshman
wide receiver. At Helena Capital High, he
won Montana’s Gatorade Player of the Year
as a senior. Samson was expected to redshirt
as a receiver this season before Disney
injured his ankle against Sam Houston State.
And what about this strange new play that
Samson ran, paving the way for 344 rushing
yards? That’s the veer option, the play UM
head coach Bobby Hauck said led the
Washington Huskies past the Miami
Hurricanes in 2000 and into the Rose Bowl.
“The veer option is probably the greatest
play in football,” said Hauck, who was an
assistant coach for the Huskies that season.
“It’s an extremely hard play to stop.”
Hauck went on to say the option was the
key to Saturday’s victory, and that Samson
was the key to running it.
Samson is familiar with the veer option
from high school, but if you would have told
him at the beginning of the year that he
would be running it for the Grizzlies, he
might have thought you were joking.
“I never had any clue at all that I would be
playing quarterback at the University of
Montana,” Samson said.
Samson may be small compared to most
Division I-AA quarterbacks, but he showed
his versatility and athletic adaptability when
he came to the Grizzlies as a receiver.
Disney’s injury, however, with junior Craig
Ochs’ recovery from arthroscopic ankle surgery, forced Hauck to delve into his play
book and, in turn, his roster.
Hauck summoned Samson and brought the
veer option to Grizzly football.
“Kyle did a great job running it,” Hauck
said. “He understands it and he did a nice
job.”

Rachel Cavanaugh/Montana Kaimin

Griz running back Lex Hilliard looks for an opening in Idaho’s defense during the second quarter of Saturday’s game. The Griz beat Idaho
State 41-28.

After Samson’s first-down run on his first
play as a Grizzly, he ran another option play
in which he pitched the ball to freshman Lex
Hilliard for a 19-yard run. On his third play,
he fumbled the ball.
Hauck said that fumbling is “probably the
biggest concern” with the veer option, but
Samson really “handled it well.”
Samson didn’t have any more trouble
holding onto the ball for the rest of the game.
He finished with 22 yards rushing on four
carries, but repeatedly ran the play effectively, pitching when appropriate and making
good decisions, things that don’t show up on
the stat sheet.
He threw only two passes, one for an
interception. It made no difference, though,
as the Grizzlies dominated Idaho on the
ground, outrushing the Vandals by 261 yards.
Coaches instructed players not to talk
about the new game plan so the surprise fac-

tor would be in full force. They closed off
the final part of practice every day following
the Sam Houston State game to work on the
new scheme.
“My parents knew, but that’s about the
extent of it,” Samson said.
Samson said his coaches told him the
Monday after the Sam Houston State game
about the veer option idea.
“They just told me to be ready,” Samson
said. “I was excited these past two weeks to
get a chance to come out and play with these
guys and to experience Griz football on the
field.”
Samson led Helena Capital to a 12-0
record and Class AA state championship his
senior season, throwing for 2,000 yards and
rushing for 1,200. He scored 17 touchdowns
rushing and 17 passing on his way to being
named Class AA MVP on offense.
Grizzly senior defensive end and co-cap-

tain Tim Bush said that since Idaho didn’t
have any film of the Griz running the option,
it must have been very difficult for the
Vandals to prepare for it.
“Preparing for an option team as a defense
is hard enough when you know what they’re
doing and when you have film on it,” Bush
said.
The run-dominated offense utilizing the
veer option was a huge change for the
Grizzlies, and senior offensive tackle and cocaptain Dylan McFarland said he didn’t
know quite what to think at first.
“I was a little skeptical about it right at the
beginning,” McFarland said. “I think a lot of
guys were. It’s not what we were thinking
about on Sunday (after the Sam Houston
State game). But we believe in our coaches
and they obviously did a nice job of game
planning.”

Griz crawl to #8 on 41-28 victory Illness slows Griz
harriers in Minnesota

Myers Reece
Sports Reporter

The Montana Grizzlies football
team used two freshman quarterbacks and a dominant running
game to defeat the Idaho Vandals
41-28 in front of a record crowd at
Washington-Grizzly Stadium on
Saturday.
The Grizzlies, who jumped to
No. 8 in this week’s Sports
Network poll, gained 344 yards on
the ground in front of an
announced crowd of 23,679 to beat
Idaho for the fourth straight time.
The Grizzlies were without junior starting quarterback Jeff
Disney, hampered by a sore ankle,
and junior transfer quarterback
Craig Ochs, who has not played all
year because of an ankle injury
that required arthroscopic surgery.
Freshman quarterback Justin
Hartman started for the Grizzlies,
while freshman Kyle Samson saw
his first action as quarterback.
UM receiver Jefferson
Heidelberger opened the game
with an 80-yard touchdown run on
the first play of the game and the
Grizzlies used a run-dominated
offense that showcased a veer
option play to improve their record

to 3-1 this season.
“I told the guys before the game
that if we rushed for 250 that
we’re going to be hard to beat,”
said Montana head coach Bobby
Hauck. “We darn near had that at
halftime.”
Junior running back Justin
Green had a breakout game with
122 yards on 21 carries, while true
freshman Lex Hilliard also had a
solid performance, rushing for 77
yards on 14 carries. The veer
option, led by true freshman
Samson, was the key to victory,
Hauck said.
“I would credit that with winning us the game today,” Hauck
said.
Hauck said there was a possibility that Disney would play all the
way up until the morning of the
game, but the decision was made
for him to sit. While Hauck said he
expects Disney to play this week
against Cal Poly, he isn’t sure
about Ochs.
Hartman started, but Samson
came in for all of the veer option
plays and threw two incomplete
passes, one of which was
intercepted.
Hartman was 7 for 12 passing
for 92 yards with no interceptions

or touchdowns. Over half of his
yards came on a 48-yard pass to
Jon Talmage in the fourth quarter.
Hartman also ran for his first
touchdown as a Grizzly, a 7-yard
scamper in the third quarter.
The Vandals didn’t make it easy
on themselves, committing 13
penalties for 96 yards.
“(Penalties) kept us from having
any real continuity,” Idaho head
coach Tom Cable said.
Cable said his team also hurt
itself with turnovers and its inability to establish a running game. The
Vandals fumbled four times,
including two by senior running
back Malfred Shaw. The Grizzlies
recovered three of the fumbles.
“Today we were not prepared to
play,” Cable said. “I don’t think I
did a very good job getting this
team ready.”
Idaho finished with 332 yards
passing but only had 83 on the
ground. Sophomore quarterback
Michael Harrington started the
game, but left in the third quarter
after taking a hard hit. Harrington
completed seven of his 19 pass
attempts for 132 yards in three
quarters. Senior Brian Lindgren
came in and finished 16 for 31
with 200 yards.

Jake Sorich
For the Kaimin

Several members of the
University of Montana men’s and
women’s cross country teams were
slowed by illness at the University
of Minnesota’s Roy Griak
Invitational on Saturday, head
coach Tom Raunig said Monday.
The men finished 18th in the 30team field while the women placed
24th out of 26. Colds and lung
infections suffered by runners on
both teams slowed them considerably, Raunig said.
“They made a good effort, but
one-fourth of the team was sick. It
was unfortunate timing for us,” he
said. “Overall it was a good experience, even though neither team was
at 100 percent.”
Raunig said one of the factors in
the runners’ sicknesses was inhaling smoke from Missoula-area forest fires earlier this month.
The top runners for UM were
Antony Ford, who placed 24th in
the men’s 8-kilometer race with a
time of 24:48, and Kelly Bogner,
who placed 32nd with a time of
21:43 in the 6k women’s contest.

Raunig said the teams will look
to rebound this week at the
University of Montana Invitational.
This Saturday at Dornblaser Field,
UM will take on Big Sky
Conference rival Eastern
Washington and conference powerhouse Weber State, which beat both
UM women’s and men’s teams in
the Minnesota tournament.
“This week we’ll get another
chance at Weber State, who are
ranked second in the Big Sky
Conference,” he said.
This weekend also presents an
opportunity for the men’s team to
stand up against their cross-state
rivals from Bozeman.
“Our women have beaten MSU
for the past four years now, but the
men have lost the last three, so
they’ll be looking to make up for
that,” he said.
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Griz soccer notches win, tie in weekend games
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter

It was a tale of two games for the
University of Montana soccer team
this past weekend.
Friday’s match pitted an exhausted UM squad against the Arizona
Wildcats in a game that ended in a
1-1 tie, while Sunday’s game
against the University of NevadaLas Vegas featured a rejuvenated
Grizzly attack that led to a 2-0 victory.
UM sophomore defender Shawn
Destafney scored early in the
Arizona match. However, the
Wildcats’ high-scoring midfielder
Mallory Miller scored in the 37th
minute to pull the Wildcats even. It
was Miller’s third goal in two
games.
“We were just tired,” said UM
junior forward Tara Schwager. “We
ran out of steam. That road trip to
Utah last weekend really took a lot

out of us.”
For the game, Arizona outshot
UM 20-13.
Saturday, the Grizzlies relaxed.
And when game time came on
Sunday, the rest showed.
UM junior midfielder Jamie
Rizzuto’s goal early in the first half
put UNLV in a hole.
For its second goal, UM converted on a corner kick in the 73rd
minute as freshman Lindsay
Winans headed the ball into the top
half of the net over the shoulder of
UNLV goalkeeper Jenna Huff to
give the Griz a 2-0 lead. It was the
first time this season that the
Grizzlies scored off of a corner
kick.
“That was textbook,” said Betsy
Duerksen, head UM soccer coach.
“That was a set piece that we knew
that we could score on. She
(Lindsay) is a great header.”
Sophomore goalkeeper Sarah
Braseth agreed.

“We’ve been hoping to get one
of those,” Braseth said. “We have
been working on that so much in
practice and our corner kicks have
been right on and we just keep getting so close, but keep missing it.
So finally, we put one of those
away.”
Winans was able to capitalize on
a UNLV mistake as the defense
seemed to lose her in the hubbub in
front of the net.
“Bemoni (Alidjani) just hit an
awesome lofted ball,” Winans said.
“I got lost behind the defender,
which gave me a nice, wide open
shot in the upper corner and I was
able to put it in.”
The win improved UM’s record
to 3-5-1 on the season, while
UNLV dropped to 6-4-1.
“I think we pulled it together
nicely for being our second game of
the weekend,” said Casey Joyner,
the lone senior on UM’s roster. “We
picked it up. We have troubles with

13 Questions:
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter

Tara Schwager is a star forward
for the University of Montana soccer team. At five-feet-eleven inches, the junior from Boise, Idaho
always proves to be an imposing
task for opposing defenses.
Therefore, the Kaimin had to see
if her offense was any match for
the offensive of 13 questions.
Kaimin: All right, here come
the hard-hitting questions. What
was the last book you checked
out of the Mansfield Library?
Tara Schwager: That would have
been last semester. Actually, you
know what? I couldn’t tell you.
K: Wow, I’m sure the library
appreciates that. Betsy Duerksen
(head soccer coach) said that you
are squeaky clean when I asked
her for dirt about you. What’s
your comment there?
TS: What can I say? I guess I am
just squeaky clean. Guilty as
charged, I guess.
K: What is your favorite
marshmallow in Lucky Charms
and why?
TS: That’s a tough one. I can see
why you are a journalist, because
you definitely ask the tough questions. But anyway, I like the horseshoe, the lucky horseshoe, because
it’s lucky.
K: Aren’t all the marshmallows lucky, because they are
lucky charms?
TS: I guess they could be, but
the horseshoe is the luckiest one.
K: Alright, here’s a political
question. What’s your opinion on
the Iraq situation where George

Did you read your

GameDay
Kaimin
this week?
Did you?!
Don’t you lie to me,
boy!!

W. Bush just spoke before the
United Nations, saying he wants
UN support, but he still needs the
U.S. to be in charge? What do
you think is going on there?
TS: Wow.
K: Are we skipping that one?
TS: Yup.
K: Figures. Are you taller than
most guys who try to date you?
TS: Not any more, but in high
school I definitely was.
Now all the boys who try
to date me are bigger.
K: Wow, that’s exciting! But do you like it
that way, being taller
than everyone else?
TS: I like being tall,
but I like it, of course,
when the guys are taller.
K: Any reason?
TS: Aesthetically
speaking, it is more pleasing.
K: Schwager, that’s a weird
last name. Did you get made fun
of a lot because of your last name
when you were little?
TS: Yup. They called me
“Schwog Dog.” Where does that
even come from? It doesn’t make

our second game, but we stuck it
out and got the job done.”
There would be no letdown in
this game, in which UM outshot
the Rebels 18-8. It was a positive
sign for the Grizzlies, who had
been outshot 150-72 this season.
The key to UM’s victory might
have been limiting UNLV junior
forward Annii Magliulo, who has
seven goals this season, to just one
shot.
“We played as hard as we
could,” said UNLV sophomore
midfielder Jessica Brown. “We had
a couple of great opportunities and
we just didn’t finish them.
Sometimes you go out there and
just get totally dominated. This was
one of those times.”
Duerksen was pleased by her
team’s performance.
“I thought overall that it was a
good team effort,” Duerksen said.
“We put together a whole game,
probably for the first time this

season.”
The solid team effort was
anchored by the play of Grizzly
newcomers Winans, Lily Coble,
Kelly Fullerton, and MacKenzie
Murphy, which Duerksen said
pleases her immensely.
“We’ve got a great, young class,”
Duerksen said. “That they are
doing as well as they are as freshmen is amazing. If you think about
it, next year they are going to be
awesome.”
With the youth and veterans
finally clicking, Duerksen is excited about the upcoming road games
that UM will play, with matches
scheduled against Colorado
College, Air Force, Gonzaga, and
Eastern Washington.
“From playing such a difficult
schedule, we have been gassed,”
Duerksen said. “But I am pleased
with how this young team has
matured. I am definitely excited
about the future.”

Tara Schwager

any sense. My teammates call me
“Schwag” now, so I get made fun
of quite a bit.
K: At least “Schwag” makes
sense kind of, but “Schwog
Dog”?
TS: Tell me about it. I think I
added to the “Schwag” thing
though, because my license plate
says “Schwag.”
K: I know how that goes. I
used to have a teacher in high
school who called me
“Cincinnati” because
he says it is a better
city than Cleveland,
but it doesn’t matter
anymore, because he
got fired for indecent
behavior around a
teenage girl. Go figure.
Did you kick their
asses when they made
fun of you?
TS: Of course (said unconvincingly). Actually, no. I am more of a
nice girl that just lets that stuff go
by.
K: Hence the squeaky clean
image.
TS: Exactly.
K: What kind of person are

you?
TS: I am a friendly person.
K: Were you a cheerleader?
TS: NO! What makes you think
that?
K: I don’t know. You just
strike me as a cheerleader.
TS: Sorry to disappoint you, but
I never was.
K: Color me disappointed.
Wow, look at this. The soccer
media guide says that you are
“An attacking player with great
speed and quickness. A strong
all-around athlete who had an
exciting spring practice season.”
Plus it says that you are also, “A
very skillful, composed goalscorer, making the smooth transition to forward for the 2003
season.” What’s going on here?
How can someone possibly be so
awesome?
TS: All those statements are
completely true. I am awesome!
Plus I used to play outside midfielder and then I got moved to forward. My transition has definitely
been smooth. I had to learn everything over again, but I would say
that I am doing quite nicely.

K: Are you getting excited
about the Democratic candidate
for president?
TS: Oh yeah, for sure.
K: You just want to get rid of
George W. Bush?
TS: Sure.
K: Looks like you are
politically disinclined.
TS: Exactly. That’s the right
answer for that one.
K: Good point. Is the Kenan
and Kel Show the most underrated show of all time?
TS: Definitely. If it isn’t, it
should be. It was a great show.
Those guys acted like a married
male couple except they were only
like 15 years old, which is kind of
creepy.
K: Random literature question
time. Are Maya Angelou and that
lady from Touched by an Angel
the same person?
TS: Oooo, that’s a philosophical
question. We could get into a
debate about existentialism.
K: Let’s not.
TS: Are they the same person
(Asked philosophically)?
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PACE

Dague
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University’s capacity.
“We’ve been concerned
about that,” he said. “But I
think these numbers are still
within that window, that
boundary, of how many students we can accommodate.”
Graduate students accounted for about half of the
increase in enrollment,
Dennison said. Doubling graduate student enrollment by
2005 is part of the
University’s strategic plan,
and Dennison said this semester’s enrollment numbers were
“good progress.”
But Dave Strobel, dean of
the graduate school, said at the
rate graduate student enrollments are increasing, UM will
not meet its goal by 2005.
“It is supposed to be a goal
you try to move toward,” he
said. “If you don’t make it by
that time than you either
revise the goals or keep trying.”
Strobel said the increase in
graduate-student enrollments
can probably be attributed to
economic factors.
“I think the general effect is
nationwide,” he said. “I think
when the economy struggles
graduate-student enrollment
increases nationwide.”

with, let’s say, the University of
Washington with their salaries
and scholarship research fund,
we’re not going to get those
women.”
Borgmann believes UM
PACE’s grant money will allow
UM to become an appealing
environment for female scientists to work.
“The PACE grant announces
the University’s commitment to
foster a work environment that
is conducive to women succeeding,” Borgmann said.
Under PACE, the better work
environment includes disregarding possible maternity leave as a
strike against female applicants.
Kukuk said she hopes the
changes UM PACE will make
toward hiring and keeping
female faculty members in the
sciences will remain even after
the grant money runs dry.
“We have some plans for
continuing after the grant
money at a lower level,” said
Kukuk. “Our recruiting efforts
hopefully will be institutionalized.”
Kukuk said she hopes UM
PACE will change the
University enough that the program itself will no longer be
needed.
“We hope we’re successful
enough to put ourselves out of
business,” she said.

Nathan Dague, a second year
pharmacy student and an academic perfectionist in the eyes
of family and professors, fatally
shot himself once in the chest.
He was five days shy of his
25th birthday.
“You couldn’t have asked for
a nicer kid,” said Assistant
Dean of Student Affairs, Lori
Morrin. “He was a superb
example of how it should be
done. He was active and intelligent.”
Nathan Dague’s death leaves
his family stunned. They said
he had no criminal record and
was a straight A student.
Along with taking 21 credits
this semester and maintaining
an almost-perfect GPA, Nathan
Dague struggled with depression for which he was taking
medication, Rusty Dague said.
“Nathan had a bad part of
his life we’re not fully understanding,” Rusty Dague said.
Nathan Dague also put a lot
of pressure on himself to succeed, said Nathan Dague’s
mother, Karen.
“He took life pretty seriously,” she said. “Not that he didn’t like to party, but he would
sacrifice his weekend to get his
work done.”
In his organic chemistry
class, for example, Nathan

Montana Kaimin
Dague set the standard of
excellence by only missing one
question during the entire second semester of the year-long
class, Rusty Dague said.
“He might have been a top
student during his first semester, but Nathan sought perfection,” he said.
His success in his organic
chemistry class earned him an
award for academic achievement given by the pharmacy
school, said his younger brother
Philip Dague, also a UM student.
Nathan Dague was elected to
the Montana Pharmacy
Association last spring by the
Academy of Students of
Pharmacy to serve as the student representative. In 200,0
Nathan Dague spent his entire
Christmas break voluntarily
putting together a student survey on voter behavior among
pharmacy students.
“He was disturbed by hearing the low numbers of pharmacy students who turned out to
vote,” Rusty Dague said. “He
got passionate about things.
This was not even for a class or
anything, he just did it.”
Nathan Dague’s younger
brother Philip, a junior at UM,
lived in the same duplex as his
older brother. Despite the
brothers’ close proximity,
Philip Dague said he rarely saw
Nathan Dague. When he wasn’t
studying, which he was most of

the time, he was hanging out
with friends and his girlfriend
of two years—both of which
were very important to Nathan,
Karen Dague said.
Last Friday on campus,
Philip Dague unexpectedly ran
into his older brother.
“I said something stupid
about computers,” he said.
It was the last thing he ever
said to Nathan.
Nathan Dague’s motivation
was an inspiration to his family
and set the standards for success. Not only did he find success academically, but in everything he did, Karen Dague said.
He prided in his work as a fire
fighter in the Clearwater
National Forest.
“You know when he was
climbing a mountain, he’ll be
the first to the top,” Philip
Dague said, “and when he gets
there, he’ll want to keep
going.”
The family is planning to
schedule funeral arrangements
for Saturday, Rusty Dague said.
The pharmacy school has not
yet determined if there will be
a reception of any kind.
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GOT MAIL?
Important notice in email if you
owe UM money Use a web
browser to log into cueumtedu
For help call HELP
or see wwwumtedu/it/support/email

Hey, we’ve been doing this for
106 years. How long have YOU
been here?
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

k iosk

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu
LOST & FOUND
Black 5 Star Notebook lost in LA building. Please call
370-6848 if found.
LOST- monocular scope in computer lab LA206.
Reward if returned, call 671-4028 or 243-3029.

PERSONALS
CONDOMS, birth control pills, Depo-provera and moe.
What’s best for you? Curry Health Center, call for an
appointment, 243-2122.
Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care. No information goes to anyone, no how,
nowhere, without your permission. Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment. 243-2122
Transformations- A support group for survivors of
relationship violence. Abuse affects us physically,
emotionally and spiritually and healing takes time.
Let us help. The Student Assault Resource Center is
offering a support group for female survivors of relationship violence. Please call 243-5244 for screening
appointments to explore whether this group will meet
your needs.
Reclaiming Ourselves- Rape and sexual assault can be
devastating not only in terms of the trauma, but also
in how the experience can isolate you. We want you
to know that you don’t have to go through this alone.
The Student Assault Resource Center is offering a support group for female survivors of adult sexual
assault. Please call 243-5244 for screening appointments to explore whether this group will meet your
needs.

HELP WANTED
WANTED
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED. No experience
required all looks & ages. Earn $100-300 a day. Call 1888-820-0167 ext U331.
Looking for a student pursuing a career in special ed.,
or who has a live interest in autism. Our 22-year-old
son needs a job coach/companion during the week in
the afternoon. Above average hourly wage. Call for
interview 543-003
WANTED: Reliable PCA/CNA for quadriplegic. Must
be able to transfer. Call 549-0501 Good pay and good
hours for students
Spring Creek Lodge Academy, a special purpose private located 15 miles NW of Thompson Falls, is currently taking applications for the following openings:
Montana Certified Secondary Teachers, 2 shifts: M Th and W-Sa 8:30 AM to 6:30 PM. For more information and an appointment for an interview, call (406)
827-4354 or send an e-mail to larry@blueslide.com
Live-in Nanny for two small children. Ref’s required
call jennifer 541-8222
Cosmetologist- seeking creative, fun, motivated professional. Immediate full time position. Paid per service. You make OWN schedule. Fill out application at
2683 Palmer Suite B
Fighters wanted for Wednesday Night at the Fights in
Missoula. No experience necessary - $125 to the winners, $50 to the losers. Ring Girls wanted, $10 plus
per hour. Call 1-888-702-4007

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

Licensed Daycare and Preschool Assistant Needed 10
hours per week, T/Th AM., M/F PM. Awesome workplace. Call 543-0556/728-7133 Kari.

SERVICES
SERVICES
ASTROLOGY! Complete charts and Consultations
available. Contact Misty at 543-8081 or astrology@montana.com
PROFESSIONAL Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 542-0837.
PC/Laptop related issues..Call - BUSINESS CONNECTION - 30% Student discount 370-8087
Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs - Student Groups Earn
$1,000-2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 93-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

TYPING

FOR RENT

A to Z Word Processing. Resumes, Typing and
Transcriptions. www.atozwordprocessing.com

WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.

FOR SALE

711 Palmer, 3 BD New W/D Nice interior convenient
location. $750/$750 239-2034

SALE-SALE-SALE at Hide & Sole in Downtown
Missoula…30% to 70% Off over 4,000 Brand Name
Shoes & Boots. Over 400 Styles. Mens & Womens.
Kenneth Cole, Enzo, Nine West, Buffalino, Mootsie
Tootsie, Harley Davidson. Fun, Fashion, Funky &
Frivolous Footwear. Check out our New Styles of Best
Selling Euro-Comfort Brands like Dansko, Naot,
Birkenstock, and Haflinger Footwear!.

Tired of Roommates or trying to find a parking place?
Close to University and Shopping. Studio apartments
all utilities and cable TV paid. No Pets. Lease
through May 15. $390/$425 per month Call 544-0799

Drummer and Guitarist needed for Punk/emo Band
880-7833

FORGET YOUR ROOMMATE’S BIRTHDAY? Dash to the
Peace Center nearby at 519 S. Higgins for something
really special! Fair Trade, too.

COMPUTERS

Wonderful trailer for sale in nice court. $250.00 lot
rent. $16,000. CHEAP LIVING. Call 728-6624

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

NEED A TUTOR? Students Tutoring Students (STS) has
individual tutoring available for most 100 & 200 level
courses for only $4.50 an hour. (You may even be eligible for free tutoring!) Contact STS, Lommasson
Center 276, or call 243-2294

1988 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER 57K Power windows,
locks, and mirrors. A/C, AM/FM cassette. imaculate
condition. $10,000 542-2885

THE WALK-IN TUTORING CENTER has FREE tutoring
available for Math, Economics, Chemistry, Physics,
Biology, nd Psychology. For a list of specific courses
and tutoring schedule contact the Students Tutoring
Students office, Lommasson Center 276, or call 2432294.

BEAT CAMPUS PARKING! For less than a can of pop a
day, you can cruise around in a Peugeot Scooter from
Montana Harley-Davidson. High quality, economic,
and best of all: no parking hassles. Montana HarleyDavidson-Buell-Ducati 2315 South Avenue West 7212154 www.mtharley.com

Creation Station Licensed Daycare and Preschool. AM
Spots Available Call 728-7133/543-0556 Kari.

MISCELLANEOUS

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417

RETRO STUDIO
Authentic/Vintage Retro clothing. Men and Women.
50’s 60’s 70’s 80’s. Inside CRAZY DAISY 103 E. Main

